
Home learning grid for school closure Primary 2 - 11.05.20 

This week we will be using Seesaw to set a few of our Learning Grid activities. Specific Seesaw tasks will be indicated by the logo -   

Please feel free to share what your child is doing on at home with us on Seesaw. We love seeing what you are getting up to.  

The Home Learning Grid is there to support learning at home however we realise that life at home is very busy at the moment. Please don’t feel you need to 

complete every activity. To help you to prioritise what you are doing at home we will indicate tasks we feel are particularly important with an asterisk *  

Writing  Reading 
Number   

The Lighthouse Keeper’s Lunch – news report 

This week we are going to have another go at writing 

a news report.  

Before you start writing you could have a look at the 

CBBC Newsround website and read a few of the 

reports there - https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround. 

This will give you an idea of the style. When we are 

writing a report we write about what happened but 

we don’t mention ourselves. So we shouldn’t be 

using I or we. 

 

Our news report this week is going to be based on 

the story, The Lighthouse Keeper’s Lunch. Listen to 

the story here: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=46wCRq50Wwg 

 

We are going to write a news report about Mr 

Grinling losing his lunch.  

 

Have a think about the 5ws for your report:  

- who is the report about? 

- what happened? 

- where did it happen? 

- why did it happen? 

- when did it happen? 

 

I wonder 
Choose a book to read. It could be a book from 
home or one on Oxford Owl or Epic. While you 
are reading it think up some “I wonder...” 
questions.  
 
For example, if you were reading The 
Lighthouse Keeper’s Lunch you wonder about 
the following: 
 

• I wonder why there is a rope between 
the house and the lighthouse?  

• I wonder if Hamish will enjoy guarding 
the lunch?  

• I wonder what Mrs Grinling’s new plan 
is?  

• I wonder if the seagulls will like the 
mustard sandwiches?  

 
I wonder what you will wonder about!  
 

 
Choose another activity from the reading 
comprehension chart.  

Missing Numbers * 

This week we are going to have a look at how we 

can find out what number is missing in a calculation. 

For example: 6 + _ = 10 

What is missing in that calculation? 10 is the whole 

number and 6 and the missing number are both 

parts of the whole.  

Watch this video to see how you can figure out 

what the missing number is - 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mvm0y1Qr_JQ 

When you are ready have a look at the missing 

number worksheet - 

https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-n-1161-

mixed-number-bonds-to-20-on-robots-worksheet 

This activity will be available to complete on Seesaw 

from Monday. You could print the worksheet and 

send a photo, or you can use the Seesaw template 

provided.              

Play this game for extra practice.  

https://toytheater.com/missing-addend/ 

You can also login to SumDog with your username 

and password.  
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The story might not give us all the details, such as 

the where and the when, so you can make up a few 

of them yourself.  

 

Remember our Success Criteria from last week. To 

make a good news report we need a catchy 

headline, the facts and a picture to illustrate the 

story.  

 

Extra challenge – imagine that you could interview 

one of the characters from the story. It would be Mr 

or Mrs Grinling, Hamish the cat or the even the 

seagulls! What would they say about what’s going 

on? Add a quote from them to your story to make it 

even more interesting.  

 
 

Remember the maths home learning wall in your 

pack also provides extra activities. Your homework 

jotter might be a good place to record some of your 

maths work. 

 

  



Spelling  
Talking & Listening Maths/Numeracy 

Spot the consonant blend * 

All the letters in the alphabet are consonants 
except for the vowels a, e, i, o, u. A consonant 
blend is when 2 vowels work together to make a 
sound. For example mp in jump or ck in tick.  
 

Can you spot the words in this list that end in 
consonant blends?  
sing  play  camp  bark  cheer  sort  help  paint  
rain  think  sting  shout  burn  sit  draw  want  
 
Once you have spotted them, choose a few to 

write sentences with. You can write them in your 

jotter, type them or make a voice recording.  

Pick your chilli challenge: 

 3 sentences 

5 sentences 

 7 sentences 

 
This spelling task will be available to complete on 
Seesaw from Wednesday. You can write it in your 
jotter and take a photo of it, or use the Seesaw 
template provided.  
 
Tricky words  

Use ideas from the Bingo Challenge Board to 
practise your tricky words – your   called sentence 
 

Continue to check over previous weeks words and 
play spelling games to help remember the rules! 

Lighthouse News 

News reports are not just written down. 

Everyday news reports are read out loud 

on the TV and radio. Can you use the news 

report you have written to make a radio or 

TV news report about Mr Grinling’s lunch? 

You can perform it to someone at home or 

even record it on video.  

 

Sometimes news reporters interview 

people as part of their report. Maybe a 

member of your family or one of your 

teddies could pretend to be a character 

from the story so that you can ask them 

questions!  

 

You could use your weather skills from last 

week to add on a weather report too.  

Fractions 

Another way of learning about fractions is to explore where 

they would sit on a number line.  

 

 
 
Here is a game where you can choose your own level of 
challenge and practise placing a fraction on a number line: 
https://www.sheppardsoftware.com/mathgames/fractions
/AnimalRescueFractionsNumberLineGame.htm 

 
 
Can you create your own number line and show where the 
following numbers and fractions would sit on the line? 
½ , 1 , 1½ , 2, 2½  etc, right up to 5. 
Now add quarters onto your number line. What do you 
notice about 2/4 and ½? 
What about placing thirds onto your number line?  
Can you draw a shell at 3 ½ on your number line? 
How about a starfish at 2/3 on your number line? 
 
Here is a worksheet for you to print and write the missing 
fractions on the number line: 
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-n-6098-counting-in-
fractions-number-line-activity-sheets 
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Something fun! Problem to solve! 
IDL Theme/Project  

Perfect Picnic  

Mrs Grinling makes a wonderful picnic lunch for 

her husband while he is working in the lighthouse. 

Can you design a perfect picnic menu for someone 

in your family?  

Talk to them about the food they like and dislike 

and how hungry they are at lunch time. Ask them if 

they want a healthy lunch or is it a bit of a treat? 

Then draw or write down a menu for their picnic 

lunch. You could draw it in a picnic basket or laid 

out on a table ready to be eaten.  

Show your family member the menu. Does it suit 

their tastes?  

A Palace Fit for a Toy 

Build a house for one of your toys to live in 

using any materials you have around the 

house.  

What features would your toy need or 

want in a house. How many bedrooms?  

Do they need a garden, a swimming pool, 

a library? Be creative! 

 

Scotland’s Coastline * 

A coastline is where land meets the sea. Have a look at 

Scotland on Google Maps or find it on a globe or a map. 

Can you spot the coastline? There are lots of beaches, 

towns and cities on our coastline.  

 

On a map of Scotland, colour the coastline blue to show 

where the land meets the sea. Then have a look at a map 

and choose a few interesting places to mark on your map 

too. You might want to mark where Edinburgh is or choose 

other towns and cities.  
 

This activity will be available to complete on Seesaw from 

Tuesday. You can use the Seesaw template provided to 

colour your map or you could draw or print off your own 

map and send a photo once you’ve coloured it.        

  

  



Religious & Moral Education Modern Languages Art/Music/Drama/ 
This week we are taking a look at 
Values and beliefs. 
What are values and beliefs? 
 
Values are the beliefs that each 
person considers to be important.  
 
Our Sciennes values are: 

• RESPECT- appreciating one 
another with fairness, honesty 
and acceptance. 

• INCLUSION - valuing diversity 
and making sure everyone 
feels welcome. 

• TEAMWORK - collaborating in 
our school community and 
beyond. 

• EFFORT – being determined to 
be the best we can be. 

 
 
Here is a fun song about respect you 
might like to watch: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
g-a_SBq2ML0 

 
What are your beliefs? Have a 
discussion with your family about why 
beliefs are important to us. 
 
Many religions have different beliefs 
and we will be looking at these over 
the coming weeks. 
 
 
 

Las Mascotas 
Check the P2 blog for a weekly Spanish challenge from Ms 

Ferguson. This week will be Spanish words for pets and how to 

say what pets you have. 

 

Next week we will be learning the Spanish for Seashore animals. 

If you have any particular animals you want to learn in Spanish, 

send your teacher a message on Seesaw by Monday 18th May. 

 

In class we have been learning the Spanish words for the 

following: 

- Days and months  

- Colours 

- Numbers 

- Weather  

- Greetings 

 

Log in to access some activities to revise these on Linguascope – 

click on the Spanish flag to get started. 

https://www.linguascope.com/ 

 

Music – take a look at the P2 blog for the lesson 
on adding your own music to a story.  
 
Next week we will be learning a song about Ms 
Grinling from The Lighthouse Keepers Lunch. 
 
Art  
Have a go at creating one of the pesky seagulls 
who stole Mr Grinling’s lunch.  
 
You could draw one using this tutorial to help you 
- https://artprojectsforkids.org/draw-a-seagull-2/ 
 
Or you could make one using a paper plate or a 
circle of white card or paper.   
 
https://www.localfunforkids.com/home/preschoo
l-summer-bird-craft-paper-plate-seagull.html 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g-a_SBq2ML0
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Health & Wellbeing Sciences/Technologies Questions 
Signalong  
Have a look at the P2 Blog for new Signalong 
learning. This week we will be focusing on food and 
drink. Practise the signs and see if you can sign a 
list for your perfect picnic lunch, just like the 
Lighthouse Keeper had.  
 

Wellbeing Wednesday * 
Keep an eye out for Ms Anstruther’s weekly 
Wellbeing Wednesday activity.  
 
Laundry Day  
Throw your socks into a basket, repeat this task by 
moving one step back each time then measure the 
final successful distance.  
 
 

 

Your Senses 

Now that you know about the five main senses, 

let’s learn a bit more about some of them. Your 

sense of sight. Watch this short clip about how 

your eyes work. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zgdmsbk/a

rticles/zmdsscw 

Can you remember the names of some of the parts 

of the eye and what they do? Now let’s have some 

fun with sight. Sometimes our senses can trick or 

confuse our brain. Have some fun with these 

optical illusions. 

https://www.optics4kids.org/illusions 

 

P2A - Jennifer.2.Ferguson@sciennes.edin.sch.uk  
 
P2B – Lynsey.McCracken@sciennes.edin.sch.uk   
 
P2C – Samanda.Campbell@sciennes.edin.sch.uk  
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